French Nordic tour 2018

SAVE THE DATE

Stockholm 13 June
Venue: Stockholm University

Seminar and face-to-face meetings with French Higher Education Institutions

You are vice-president for international affairs, head of an international office, head of a department, laboratory, program or a doctoral school that seeks international partners?

Or you are just in search of up-to-date information on what France has to offer?

Upgrade your contacts in France by meeting your partners and find new ones!

Preliminary program
Morning: presentation of Swedish institutions and higher education international strategy
Afternoon: French - Swedish face-to-face meetings

Contact: sandrine.testaz@diplomatie.gouv.fr

The French Nordic tour 2018 consists in four dates in the 4 capitals of the Nordic countries (Copenhagen, Helsinki, Stockholm, Oslo), organized by the French Institutes in the Nordic countries and Campus France.